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This special issue of Advanced Materials presents an overview of nanoscience and nanotechnology 

research involving characterization, device, biology and medicine, which is being conducted at 

National Center for Nanoscience and Technology (NCNST) of China. Numerous scientific advances 

have been achieved in the past 15 years since the founding of NCNST, and partial results have been 

collected in this special issue. 

 

NCNST was co‐founded by Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and the Ministry of Education. It 

was officially established on December 31, 2003. NCNST adopts an innovative system in that its 

director takes full responsibilities under the leadership of governing board. The founding director of 

NCNST was Prof. Chunli Bai, who is currently the president of CAS. The main objective of NCNST 

lies in basic and applied research of nanoscience and nanotechnology. The goal is to build a top‐level 

research center, a public platform for nanoresearch open to domestic and foreign countries, a window 

for international exchange in the field of nanotechnology, and a talent‐training base. 

 

With the rapid development in the past 15 years, NCNST has built a strong research team, with 58 full 

professors and 83 associate professors, including 1 academician of CAS, and 12 Distinguished Young 

Scholars from the National Natural Science Foundation of China. There are three CAS Key 

Laboratories including the Key Laboratory for Biomedical Effects of Nanomaterials and Nanosafety, 

the Key Laboratory of Standardization and Measurement for Nanotechnology, and the Key 

Laboratory of Nanosystem and Hierarchical Fabrication. Many awards have been bestowed on the 

faculty at NCNST, including 2 National Natural Science second prizes. NCNST has published more 

than 1900 papers in scientific journals, and was ranked as top 5 among more than 100 CAS institutes 

according to Nature Index 2018, This special issue highlights a portion of the important research at 

NCNST, featuring 3 Reviews, 11 Progress Reports, and 19 Research News articles, with a focus on 

nanoscience and technology in the fields of characterization and simulation, materials and devices, 

energy and catalysis, biology and medicine, etc. 

 



In the field of characterization and simulation, Prof. Qing Dai highlights the current state‐of‐the‐art in 

ultrafast field‐emission, particularly sub‐optical‐cycle field‐emission, based on various nanostructures 

(article number 1805845). Prof. Lianfeng Sun outlines the techniques that are used to engineer carbon 

nanotubes, including manipulation, morphology modification, and fabrication of complex 

nanostructures (article number 1804918). Prof. Pengfei Duan provides a brief review of recent 

achievements in photon‐upconverted circularly polarized luminescence (CPL) via the triplet‐triplet 

annihilation mechanism (article number 1805683). Prof. Fengliang Dong summarizes the recent 

progress in metasurface‐based information encoding, in which the independent channels for 

information encoding are built with wavelength and/or polarization in one‐dimensional/two‐

dimensional modes (article number 1804921). Prof. Xinghua Shi gives an overview of the progress of 

experimental and computational research of nanozymes (article number 1805368). 

 

In the field of nanomaterials and devices, Prof. Zhiyong Tang provides an overview of the most 

important organic mixtures that need to be separated, the major separation processes adopted 

nowadays in organic solvents, and the recent progress in newly developed membranes (article number 

1806090). Prof. Zhong Zhang reviews the recent advances in the application of mechanical strain into 

2D materials (article number 1805417). Prof. Liming Xie highlights 2D phase‐transition materials 

with charge density wave (CDW) and magnetic and dipole ordering (article number 1804682). Prof. 

Yong Yan discusses the interplay between counterion gradients and electron flows, which can be 

controlled by using self‐assembled monolayers (SAMs) of various organic ligands (article number 

1804864). Prof. Yong Zhang outlines the recent progress on development of multisegmented metallic 

nanorods (MS‐M‐NRs) including their precise fabrication, nanoscale manipulation, and 

subwavelength imaging, as well as simultaneous manipulation and imaging (article number 1804958). 

Prof. Jian Ru Gong summarizes the recent research progress on antibacterial carbon‐based 

nanomaterials (CNMs) (article number 1804838). Prof. Weiguo Chu outlines the progress on 

ferromagnetism in sp2 carbon nanomaterials due to the existence of defects or topological structures 

as the spin units, which makes the sp2 materials themselves act as a novel class of molecular magnets 

(article number 1804917). Prof. Baoquan Ding summarizes the recent successful efforts to employ 

self‐assembled DNA‐origami nanostructures as drug‐delivery vehicles (article number 1804785). 

Prof. Xiangnan Sun highlights multifunctional molecular spintronic devices containing parallel and 

interactive types based on the different relationships between the integrated mechanisms (article 

number 1805355). 

 

In the field of energy and catalysis, Prof. Zhixiang Wei summarizes the progress of the printing of 

large‐area organic solar cells including material requirements, modular designs, and printing methods 



(article number 1805089). Prof. Huiqiong Zhou reports the recent progress in interfacial doping with 

biopolymers and ionic salts to modulate the cathode interface properties in organic solar cells (OSCs) 

(article number 1805708). Prof. Erjun Zhou outlines recent progress in structure modification of 

aromatic diimides (ADIs) including naphthalene diimide (NDI), perylene diimide (PDI), and 

corresponding derivatives (article number 1804699). Prof. Liming Ding highlights the recent progress 

in the newly emerging CO‐bridged nonfullerene acceptors (NFAs) including synthetic methods, 

photovoltaic performance, and perspectives (article number 1804790). Prof. Xinfeng Liu outlines the 

latest progress in exciton‐polaritons and polariton lasers of perovskites (article number 1804894). 

Prof. Linjie Zhi discusses rationally designed and bottom‐up‐constructed carbon‐rich materials for 

energy storage and conversion (article number 1804973). Prof. Jun He highlights the progressive 

development in the design and applications of heterostructures based on 2D materials, as well as their 

further potential application in catalysis (article number 1804828). 

 

In the field of nanobiology and nanomedicine, Prof. Yuliang Zhao summarizes the most important 

categories of nanomaterials with clinical potential and their toxicological mechanisms, and provides 

an overview of the principles in developing safe‐by‐design nanomaterials for medical applications and 

a summary of the recent progress in this field (article number 1805391). Prof. Chunying Chen outlines 

the recent advances of the impact of the biological effects of the nanoparticle‐corona on nanomedicine 

applications (article number 1805740). Prof. Xiaoli Liu describes how nanomaterials, both those that 

are intrinsically magnetic and those that respond to an externally applied magnetic field, can enhance 

the efficiency of tissue regeneration (article number 1804922). Prof. Zhiyuan Hu highlights a series of 

novel peptide‐based molecular probes for different biomarkers (article number 1804827). Prof. Dong 

Han outlines the recent advances in the fabrication and application of hydrogel composites with 

tunable mechanical properties and topography in biomedicine based on micro‐/nanoscale topography‐

coupled‐mechanical action (article number 1804950). Prof. Jiashu Sun provides an overview of 

microfluidics for precise manipulation and synthesis of lipid nanovesicles (article number 1804788). 

Prof. Xingyu Jiang reviews the latest advances in microfluidics‐based biomaterials and biodevices, 

highlighting some burgeoning areas such as functional biomaterials, cell manipulation, and flexible 

biodevices (article number 1805033). Prof. Hao Wang summarizes the recent advances on peptide‐

based nanomaterials constructed by in vivo self‐assembly strategies (article number 1804971). Prof. 

Yuan Gao highlights one recent trend of biomaterials, focusing on advances in enzyme‐instructed 

supramolecular self‐assembly (EISA), with anticancer activity (article number 1804814). Prof. 

Yanlian Yang summarizes the recent progress in nanomaterials, nanostructures, nanodevices, and 

nanosensors for liquid biopsy (article number 1805344). Prof. Lele Li reports the recent research 

progress on the design and construction of light‐activated nanoprobes to improve the bioimaging and 

sensing performance in complex biological systems (article number 1804745). Prof. Ying Fang 



outlines the recent progress in the development of implantable microelectrodes for chronically stable 

neural interfaces (article number 1804895). 

 

Although this special issue cannot cover all the nanoscience and technology research activity at 

NCNST, it reflects the exceptional progress in the past 15 years. We sincerely hope that this special 

issue will inspire readers to discover more breakthroughs at NCNST and stimulate further exciting 

collaborations between NCNST and many institutions worldwide. Last but not least, we greatly 

appreciate Dr. Peter Gregory, Dr. Jos Lenders, Dr. Duoduo Liang, and the editorial team of Advanced 

Materials for their great support and kind cooperation. We are very grateful to all the contributing 

authors at NCNST for their important contributions to this special issue. 


